
Our Values 

 

Collaboration – Every step of the way, more is accomplished when organizations work 

together. 

Diversity – Accepting the diversity of our community and creating diverse entry points 

are both essential for a vibrant future. 

Inclusion – Everyone who wants to feel part of the community should feel included. 

This requires accessible, adaptable and sensitive program planning. 

Connectors – Everyone feels more welcome when they get a personal invitation and a 

friendly voice asks them whether they enjoyed the experience. Peer connectors 

in every demographic are needed. 

Empowerment – Volunteer power drives the community and the community 

experience, especially when those in a particular demographic gather to plan for 

their peers. 

Jewish – We are building Jewish community which requires that every aspect of 

planning be viewed through a Jewish lens to ensure the values are upheld and 

Jewish experiences are available for everyone. 

 

Principles for Action Planning  

Collaborative tables and Federation’s role as convener for cross communal 

action - Creating and nurturing collaborative tables, hubs of community activity, is a 

prerequisite for the most effective cross communal action. These hubs are intended to 

gather stakeholders around priority matters with a specific population focus or 

functionality.  

It should be noted that community members and organizations look to Federation as the 

impartial convener of these hubs, to plan, to coordinate activities and to keep the 

agenda of cross-communal and collaborative possibilities at the forefront. 



Content is important - While relationship building is key to creating connections to the 

community, Jewish context and content are the essence of Jewish community. Jews 

access social networks, services, a diverse array of programs and education in a 

modern and accepting society. Jewish community must be uniquely and authentically 

Jewish in its context in order to remain attractive. Frequency of contact is key to 

both developing friendships and building skills. 

Diverse Entry Points are key in every demographic, followed immediately by 

Welcoming environments. 

Design Thinking – Modern successful Jewish movements empower participants by 

involving them in planning for themselves and their peers, empowering volunteers 

rather than providing the perfect program. Supporting design thinking approaches also 

requires nurturing and fostering innovation and new program ideas. 

Connectors in every demographic – “The Jewish community needs to view itself as 

an incubator of relationships.” Connectors make an invitation, follow up after an event, 

greet new people at the door and more. While it happens organically in some situations, 

it is necessary to build it in to the planning to successfully engage the maximum number 

of individuals. 

Connectors will need in-servicing and updated information on the diverse range of 

community opportunities for their demographic. The observable strength of connection 

in modern society is increasingly in small group activities. 

 


